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Humanscale’s Element Vision LED task
light is designed to simultaneously
provide user controllability and reduce
energy consumption. The task light
features cutting-edge advancements in
MCX LED technology, utilizing a round,
multi-chip LED package to produce a
uniform, broad footprint of light. One of
Vision’s most exceptional features is its
innovative Passive Infrared motion sensor
which detects changes in the human heat
profile and automatically turns off or on
when the user leaves or returns to the
area. Vision offers fingertip adjustability,
an intuitive dimmer switch and contains
74% recycled and 98% recyclable content.
www.humanscale.com

INVISTA has revealed 105 new colours
for its Antron Lumena solution dyed
carpet fibre, in a finer 985 dtex, bringing
carpet designers and specifiers even more
creative possibilities. The spectrum of
finer yarn has the same cross-section as
the existing 205 colours, and provides
the opportunity to create unique
colour depth and new levels of textural
creativity. Antron Lumena carpet fibre
is solution dyed for resistance to fading
from sunlight and ease of maintenance
and delivers long-term durability in
demanding commercial locations.
www.antron.eu

Winner of a Red Dot Award for product
design, the TNK A500 executive chair
from Actiu is much more than a formal
design. The timeless and elegant design
has a rich, visual quality, created using
sustainable materials with respect for the
environment. The TNK A500 has a range
of features, including lumbar adjustment,
seat slide and seat flexors that distribute
user weight and adapt user movement
and posture changes. Available in a range
of sizes, with a variety of base and colour
options, the TNK A500 has passed tests
by the Technology Institute for Furniture.
www.actiu.com

The T1 table by Nikolas Kerl is handcrafted from chestnut and thermotreated beech. The dining and work table
combines the light, strikingly grained
chestnut plate with the darker, almost
black beech wood frame that acquires its
tone through a unique thermal process
that darkens the wood fibers from the
core outwards. A Biedermeier style
clamp joint suspends the table plate on
its frame, allowing the wood to breath
without restrictions, while the tables
defining feature, its legs, angle outwards,
seamlessly meshing the table with the
room around it.
www.nikolaskerl.com
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